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Abstract 
It is well established that symmetrrc problems are best tackled with the use of results from 
group theory Many analytxcal results for linear and nonlinear problems In physics and en- 
gineering are due to simplificatxons resulting from the symmetry m a problem Essentially, 
the group theoretxc results exploit the symmetry to enable a non-obvxous decoupling. This 
is the xdeal basis to attempt a solution of the problem. 
The same results can be fruitfully used xn the linear and nonlinear numerical anal- 
ysis (FEM) of symmetric engineering structures. Complex and computat~onally xntensive 
problems of such structures include h e a r  and nonlinear vibrational analysis of shells and 
large deformations of beams and shells that include large rotations (buckling problems 
modelled with geometrically nonlinear theory). Vibratxon problems lead to large sized 
eigenvalue problems. Bucklxng problems involx-e iterative, nonlinear contxnuatxon analysis 
that must detect and overcome singularities in the path In thxs study, we show how the 
i group theoret ic approach can be used effectively for both class of problems. 
In linear free vibration analysis of structures, we observe that xn add~tion to sxgnif- 
xcant computational savings, the approach offers a systematic procedure for analysis and 
physrcal insights into the problem It should be noted that this linear analysis is a prereq- 
uisxte for commencxng a nonlinear free vibration analysis K e  also consider the problem of 
Ixnear analysis of structures with small rotatlon degrees of freedom The results ensure that 
engineering structures modelled by beam and shell theor  can be analysed in the group 
theory framework 
In buckling analysis, group theory analysis can be indispensible in determin~ng mul- 
tiple solutions in the required nonlinear structural analysis Here, the extens~on to struc- 
tures modelled by geometrically nonlinear beam and shell theory presents an u~iespected 
difficulty in comparison to the corresponding h e a r  problem Large rotat~ons are non- 
commutative. i e , they do not have a linear space structure \$re consider the problem of 
structures modelled by nonlinear beam thBory with large rotations and shon that the Lie 
group structure of rotations suffices to extend symmetry methods to nonlinear analysis of 
such structures 
